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Annette knew that she could never forgive Lucien for what he did to Dani, and she was going to

make sure that no one else forgave him either. But what is she going to do when she is lying injured

in the snow, miles from home, and Lucien comes past? Will she accept his help?Lucien's teasing of

Dani leads to an accident with far-reaching consequences. Annette is intent on revenge and does

all she can to make life a misery for Lucien. His only friend is the old man up the mountain who

recognises his skill in carving wood and gives him new hope. Set in Switzerland this story of Annett,

Lucien and Dani has caught the imagination of countless children. The stories of Patricia St John

are timeless classics and have been entertaining and challenging children and young people for

generations. A classic story of love and forgiveness, Treasures of the Snow is as fresh now as

when it was first published in 1950.
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These children's books by Patricia St. John are absolutely wonderful. These books are character



building and filled with both the joyful wonder and difficult challenges of real life from the perspective

of children, some from different countries. They are filled with positive values and opportunities to

think about choices, consequences, and what kind of person will you become. I highly recommend

them. The children in her stories are usually ages 8-12. Have fun reading them together.

The condition of this book was very good, however the story is very abbreviated. It has lots of

pictures so it would be great for 5-6 year old children.

Very good book for literature homeschool...

This book is a wonderful testimony of the love of God through Jesus Christ. Simple, easy to

understand. Great for kids, draws them in. Although simple, this story has wonderful, thought

provoking ideas that adults will find good meditation material. I have lent it to two other adults and

they just love it.

Treasures of the Snow is a beautiful heartwarming tale with real old-fashioned family values and

lessons to be learned. The alpine setting is described in great realistic detail. Hardened hearts are

changed!

This is a good 'living book' and is a worthwhile read for those who follow the Charlotte Mason

philosophy of schooling and don't want their kids reading 'twaddle'. We bought it because the one

we had from school was inadvertently left on a plane.

sadly, this book is no longer in print. but if you can find a used copy it makes a wonderful family read

around the holidays.

This is one of the most engaging, heart tugging stories I've ever read. The characters are well

developed and easy to identify with whether you are an adult or a younger child, and the plot is

gripping. Highly recommend!!!!!
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